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Animal Abuse Register
Impact of Animal Cruelty
Animal cruelty impacts all of us. It is a crime whereby, if the person is not rehabilitated it can lead to more horrific crimes against a person. By stopping those who
commit animal cruelty, it protects UK society from the most violent individuals and
it can give the person convicted a chance at a new life.

Animal Abuse Register


Cost Effective



Protects Society from Animal Abusers



Those who abuse animals lose right to work

Once convicted and it is ordered by the judge the individual will be entered on the
register for the stated period of time. During this time they cannot work with children, animals, or the vulnerable. Also during this time they are receiving support
and serving their sentence. By giving them the support and tools needed to cope,
it is hoped they can “turn their lives around,” and become productive members of

with children, animals, and the vulnerable



Longer Sentences for those who abuse animals



Gives a voice to those who cannot speak for
themselves



Allows reporting



Allows identification of those at risk.



Opportunity for rehabilitation

Animal Abuse Register Makes Us Safer
The Register is Self-Funding
Two Models for Funding
Two models exist to fund the register. First model is through a license fee. A small
fee will be charged and once a pet is bought the buyer will have to show the license
to demonstrate they are not on the register

Second model is the point of sale with employer check. Under this model the individual will need to produce id and proof of address. A check will be made against the
register. If the person is on the register then they will not be offered the job or they
will not be allowed to purchase the animal.
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